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Handwriting Apps

(including Apps that target Pre-Handwriting Skills)

App Title App Description Price

Injini: Child

Development

Game Suite

Targets Pre-Handwriting Skills. Injini includes 12 learning

games designed for young children with cognitive,

language, and fine motor delays. Several of these games

are geared toward development of fine-motor skills:

Balloons (tap to pop balloons of specified colors); Frog

(improve prewriting skills by drawing lines from frog to

insects); Puzzles (over 90 puzzles of varying degrees of

difficulty); and Tracing (move the ball along the path to

trace the shapes). Most games feature 8 or more levels

of difficulty that can be set for a specific student prior to

game play.

Lite version includes 8 of the 12 games. Within each

game, 3 of the 8+ levels are included.

$29.99

Free

“lite”

version

available.

Ready to Print Targets Pre-Handwriting Skills. Ready to Print provides

activities for pre-writing skills and is designed with a

progression of skills that work toward correct printing

patterns. It features a progression from larger hand

movements to smaller, more refined movements. It

allows you to change size settings to match each

student’s skill level.

$9.99

Dexteria- Fine

Motor Skill

Development

Targets Pre-Handwriting Skills. Dexteria is a set of

therapeutic hand exercises that improve fine motor

skills and handwriting readiness in the areas of

strength, control, and dexterity. Includes three

activities: Tap It (practice finger isolation,

sequencing, and motor planning); Pinch It (provides

practice with fine motor manipulation skills for

picking up objects and holding a pencil); and Write It

(pre-writing practice for upper and lowercase letters

and numbers 0-10).

$4.99
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Dexteria VPP-

Fine Motor Skill

Development

Targets Pre-Handwriting Skills. Dexteria VPP is identical

to Dexteria, but has multi-user tracking included within

the app.

Also available from the developers of Dexteria:

LetterReflex- Overcoming Letter

Reversals & BackwardsWriting in Early Childhood

Development & Dyslexic Children for $2.99 and

LetterReflex VPP (multi-user edition) for $7.99.

$9.99

Chalkwalk Targets Pre-Handwriting Skills. Designed to help children

improve the pincer grip they use to hold a pencil.

Demonstrates and reinforces thumb-finger pincer grasp.

Builds awareness of hand positioning. Animated tracing

lines promote left-to-right progression. Video play-back

motivates students to study their progress in an active

way.

$1.99

Graphisme

Maternelle

Targets Pre-Handwriting Skills. Practice tracing patterns

found in cursive.

$1.99

I can drawrite Targets Pre-Handwriting Skills. Practice drawing patterns

and shapes that are used in handwriting. Every screen

focuses on a precise gesture that introduces the writing

of several letters: dot; bridge; hook; circle; line; zigzag;

angle; and curve.

$3.99

Free,

“lite”

version

available.

Letter School Options include: Uppercase letters, Lowercase letters,

Numerals, Zaner-Bloser Style, D’Nealian Style, HWT Style.

Features a sequence of four games per letter/numeral:

INTRO (discover the letter’s shape, name and sound);

TAP (learn where to start, change direction and finish by

tapping the dots); TRACE (learn the letter trajectory by

tracing it); WRITE (write from memory).

$2.99

Free,

“lite”

version

available.
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Touch and

Write

Trace letters using a choice of 16 different writing

“textures,” such as chalk, whipped cream, and chocolate

frosting. Option to use visual cues when tracing letters

and numbers. High Frequency Word Lists included.

Option to create your own word lists.

Cursive Touch and Write $2.99

Shapes Touch and Write $2.99

$2.99

Write My

Name by Injini

Includes an Alphabet Book to practice writing uppercase

and lowercase letters. Includes Word Cards to practice

tracing over 100 common sight words. Includes My Name

Tags, in which you can create 36 individualized name tags

or phrases with pictures that the student can then trace.

$3.99

Handwriting

Without Tears:

Wet-Dry-Try

Capital Letters

& Numbers

Practice uppercase letters and numbers. Three levels of

difficulty for each letter (wet-dry-try) to build skills

progressively.

$4.99

abc

PocketPhonics:

letter sounds &

writing + first

words

Introduces students to key letter sounds and guides

students to form letters using a “follow-me” arrow. This

app is highly customizable. Choose D’Nealian style or

Zoner-Bloser style letters in lowercase, uppercase, or

cursive.

$2.99

Free

“lite”

version

available.
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iWrite Words

(Handwriting

Game)

Guides students to write letters, numbers, and words by

dragging Mr. Crab along a numbered path. Highly

customizable. Change size of letters and numbers with

slider at bottom of screen. Choose between two

handwriting styles, uppercase or lower case letters, and

level of difficulty.

iWrite Words Spanish and iWrite Words French also

available for $2.99 each.

$2.99

Free

“lite”

version

available.

Intro to Letters Learn to trace, read, write, and record letter sounds,

names and phonograms using Montessori methodology.

$4.99

Alphabet Board Trace large letter shapes. Letters are formatted against

“lined-paper” background. Choose uppercase or

lowercase, D’Nealian or Cursive styles. The “show me”

button provides an arrow showing which direction to

begin tracing. The “hear it” button pronounces letter

name, letter sound, and a word that begins with that

letter.

$0.99

Alphabet

Tracing

Choose uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or numbers.

Train, truck, and worm animations model how to form

letters and numbers in upper part of screen. Dotted lines

for tracing letters and numbers are presented in lower

part of screen. Option to change size of letters and

numbers and option to change animation speed of

tracing demonstration.

Free

Little Writer-

The Tracing

App for Kids

Trace along the lines to collect all the apples and fish.

Includes uppercase letters, lowercase letters, numbers 1-

10, twenty basic shapes, and dozens of 3-4 letter words

with the ability to add an unlimited number of your own

words and pictures.

Free
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Cursive Writing

HD

Trace uppercase and lowercase letters, words, and

sentences. Type any sentences you want and practice

writing them.

$0.99

Kids Writing

Pad

Kids Writing Pad is a basic large lined writing pad. It has

middle dotted line between two solid lines like most

primary school paper. You can choose the color of your

pencil or use an eraser.

$1.99


